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Spin squeezing as a measure of entanglement in a two-qubit system
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We show that the two definitions of spin squeezing extensively used in the literature@M. Kitagawa and M.
Ueda, Phys. Rev. A47, 5138 ~1993! and D.J. Winelandet al., Phys. Rev. A50, 67 ~1994!# give different
predictions of entanglement in the two-atom Dicke system. We analyze differences between the definitions and
show that the spin squeezing parameter of Kitagawa and Ueda is a better measure of entanglement than the
commonly used spectroscopic spin squeezing parameter. We illustrate this relation by examining different
examples of a driven two-atom Dicke system in which spin squeezing and entanglement arise dynamically. We
give an explanation of the source of the difference using the negativity criterion for entanglement.
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Spin squeezing results from quantum correlations
tween atomic spins have received a great deal of attentio
recent years@1–9#. The interest in spin squeezing arises n
only from the fact that it exhibits reduced fluctuations of t
collection of atomic spins below the fundamental spin no
limit, but also from the possibility of interesting novel app
cations in interferometry and high-precision spectrosco
Recently, So”rensenet al. @10# have proposed spin squeezin
as a measure of entanglement in multiatom systems, w
opens further applications in quantum information and qu
tum computation@11#. The advantage of spin squeezing ov
the well-known entanglement measures, such as concurr
@12# and negativity@13,14# is that spin squeezing can be us
as a measure of entanglement in multiatom systems, whe
the former measures can be applied only to two particle~two
qubit! systems. Haldet al. @15# recently reported preparatio
of an entangled multiatom state via quantum state tran
from squeezed light to a collection of atomic spins. Kuzm
et al. @16# have proposed a scheme to produce spin sque
states via a quantum nondemolution measurement techn
and spin noise reduction using this method has been ex
mentally observed@17#.

There are, however, two different definitions of the sp
squeezing parameter frequently used in the literature;
spin squeezing parameter of Kitagawa and Ueda define
@1#

jni

S 5
2

S
^~DSnW i

!2&' , i 51,2, ~1!

and the spectroscopic spin squeezing parameter introduc
the context of Ramsey spectroscopy as@2#

jni

R 5
2S^~DSnW i

!2&'

^SnW 3
&2

, ~2!

whereS is the total spin of the system,nW 1 ,nW 2 andnW 3 are the
three mutually orthogonal unit vectors oriented such that
mean value of one of the spin components, assumed
^SnW 3

&, is different from zero, while the componentsSnW 1
and
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SnW 2
have zero mean values. The variance^(DSnW i

)2&' is cal-

culated in the plane orthogonal to the mean spin direction
multiatom system in a coherent state has variances norm
the mean spin direction, equal to the standard quantum l
of S/2. In this case,jnW i

S
51. A system with the variance re

duced belowS/2 is characterized byjnW i

S
,1, that is spin

squeezed in a direction normal to the mean spin direct
With the parameter~2!, spin squeezing is manifested byjnW i

R

,1, which indicates a reduction in the frequency noi
Since the mean valueu^SnW 3

&u<S, it follows that the param-

eters~1! and ~2! do not describe the same spin squeezi
and thatjnW i

R
,1 impliesjnW i

S
,1, but not vice versa. We not

that the spin squeezing parameter proposed by So”rensen
et al. @10# as a measure of entanglement coincides with
parameter~2!. It should also be noted here that in gene
spin squeezing is sufficient but not necessary conditions
entanglement@18–20#.

In studying the relation between entanglement and s
squeezing, we discovered that the two definitions of s
squeezing give somewhat different predictions of entang
ment in the two-atom Dicke system. It is the purpose of t
Brief Report to point out that the spin squeezing parame
~1! is a better measure of entanglement than the param
~2!. Specifically, we will show that there is a large class
processes for which the parameter~1! is the sufficient and
necessary condition for entanglement. It was quite surpris
to find this connection, since the parameter~2! is commonly
used in the literature to compute spin squeezing and
tanglement in multiatom systems. The spin squeezing is
rently the widely accepted measure of multiatom entang
ment, so we believe that a detailed analysis of the rela
between entanglement and these two definitions of s
squeezing is of general interest.

We consider the two-atom~two qubit! Dicke system
which consists of two identical atoms confined to a volum
with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of
atomic transitions@21,22#. Each atom is assumed to hav
only two energy levels, ground levelugi& and excited level
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 064301 ~2003!
uei& ( i 51,2), which are eigenstates of the energy operatoSi
z

with eigenvalues21/2 and 1/2, respectively.
In the absence of external driving fields, the two-ato

Dicke system@21,22# is equivalent to a cascade multilev
system composed of three energy levelsug&5ug1&ug2&,us&
5(ue1&ug2&1ug1&ue2&)/A2, and ue&5ue1&ue2&. The states
ug& and ue& are product states of the individual atom
whereas the stateus& is a maximally entangled state of th
system.

In our analysis, we assume that the atoms are driven
two resonant fields: A coherent laser field of the~real! Rabi
frequencyV, and a broadband squeezed vacuum field.
will examine the relation between entanglement and the s
squeezing parameters in three different models of the in
action in which entanglement and spin squeezing arise
namically.

To calculate the variances and the mean values of the
components appearing in Eqs.~1! and~2!, we apply the mas-
ter equation of the driven two-atom Dicke system, which
the interaction picture is given by@22#

]r̂

]t
5

i

\
@Hs ,r̂ #2

G

2
N~S2S1r̂1 r̂S2S122S1r̂S!

2
G

2
~N11!~S1S2r̂1 r̂S1S222S2r̂S1!

1
G

2
$M †S1,@S1,r̂ #‡1M* †S2,@S2,r̂ #‡%, ~3!

whereG is the spontaneous emission rate of the atoms,S6

5S1
61S2

6 are the collective atomic spin operators, andHs

52 i\(V/2)(S12S2) is the interaction Hamiltonian be
tween the atoms and the laser field. The parametersN andM
characterize the squeezed field, such thatN is the number of
photons in the squeezed modes,M5uM uexp(if) is the mag-
nitude of two-photon correlations between the modes, anf
is the relative phase between the squeezed and coh
fields. For simplicity, we set the phasef50 ~or p) so thatM
is real.

In order to analyze the relation between entanglement
spin squeezing, we express the parameters~1! and ~2! in
terms of the density matrix elements of the system. Since
driving fields are on resonance with the atomic transition a
M* 5M , the stationary off-diagonal density matrix elemen
~coherences! are real, or equivalently, the Bloch vector h
the componentsBW 5(^Sx&,0,̂ Sz&), where Sx5(S11S2)/2
and Sz5S1

z1S2
z . Thus, we can study spin squeezing by

single rotation of the nonzero spin components around thy

axis. Let nW 3 be the direction of the total spin in the ne
~rotated! reference frame. Then the variances calculated
the directionsnW 1 andnW 2 can be written as

^~DSnW 1
!2&'5^Sz

2&sin2a1^Sx
2&cos2a2^SxSz&sin 2a,

^~DSnW 2
!2&'5^Sy

2&, ~4!

where tana5^Sx&/^Sz&.
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A simple calculation using Eq.~4! shows that the spin
squeezing parameter~1! becomes

jnW 1

S
52~12rss!sin2a1~11rss12reg!cos2a,

jnW 2

S
511rss22reg , ~5!

whereas the parameter~2! takes the form

jnW 1

R
5@2~12rss!sin2a1~11rss12reg!cos2a#/U2,

jnW 2

R
5~11rss22reg!/U

2, ~6!

where

U5~ree2rgg!cosa1221/2~res1rsg1rse1rgs!sina.

From the structure of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, it is clear that the
necessary condition to obtain spin squeezing is to create
photon coherencesreg . For reg,0, the right-hand sides o
jnW 1

S andjnW 1

R can be less than 1, whereas the right-hand si

of jnW 2

S andjnW 2

R are always greater than 1. Thus, spin sque

ing can be observed only injnW 1

S andjnW 1

R components. On the

other hand, forreg.0, the right-hand sides of onlyjnW 2

S and

jnW 2

R can be less than 1.

Having introduced the spin squeezing parameters in te
of the density matrix elements, we now turn to our cent
problem to determine which of the spin squeezing para
eters is a better measure of entanglement. Consider firs
two-atom Dicke system driven by the squeezed field alo
(V50). In this case, the master equation~3! leads to the
following nonzero steady-state solutions for the density m
trix elements@22#

ree5@N2~2N11!2~2N21!uM u2#/W,

rss5~2N11!@N~N11!2uM u2#/W,

reg5rge5uM u/W, ~7!

where

W5~2N11!~3N213N1123uM u2!.

Since the one-photon coherences are zero, we can e
verify that ^Sz&Þ0 and^Sx&5^Sy&50. This implies that we
can determine spin squeezing in thexy plane without any
rotation (a50). In this case (n1 ,n2 ,n3)5(x,y,z).

Given the steady-state density matrix of the system, i
possible to calculate the stationary entanglement between
atoms. To quantify the degree of entanglement, we use
negativity criterion for entanglement@13,14# and find that the
eigenvalues of the partial transposition of the density ma
with the nonzero matrix elements~7! are

l165 1
2 rss6uregu,
1-2
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l265 1
2 $~ree1rgg!6@~ree2rgg!

21rss
2 #1/2%. ~8!

From this it readily follows thatl11 and l21 are always
positive. Moreover, it is easily verified that with the solutio
~7!, the eigenvaluel22 is positive for all values of the pa
rameters involved. Thus, the system exhibits entanglem
when uregu.rss/2, and then the degree of entanglement

E5max~0,22l12!52uregu2rss. ~9!

It is evident by comparison of Eq.~9! with Eqs.~5! and ~6!
that the condition for entanglement (E.0) is completely
equivalent to the condition for spin squeezing predicted
jnW 2

S , and there is a simple relationship

E512jnW 2

S . ~10!

A value of jnW 2

S
,1 indicates spin squeezing and at the sa

moment there is entanglement (E.0) between the atoms. In
addition, the amount of entanglement which can be obtai
is equal to the degree of spin squeezing. Thus, we conc
that the parameter~1! is the sufficient and necessary cond
tion for entanglement induced by a squeezed vacuum fie

The above considerations are illustrated in Fig. 1, wh
we plot the entanglement measure and the spin squee
parameters for a classical squeezed field with the correlat
M5N. The figure shows thatjnW 2

R
.1 for all N, butjnW 2

S is less

than 1 forN,1/2, and also an entanglement appears in
same range ofN. This shows thatjnW 2

S correctly predicts en-

tanglement, while with the parameterjnW 2

R , one could observe

entanglement without spin squeezing.
In Fig. 2, we plotE and the spin squeezing parameters

a quantum squeezed field with perfect correlationsM2

5N(N11). Since in this caserss50 andreg.0, bothjnW 2

S

andjnW 2

R are less than 1 for the entire range ofN. Thus, both

parameters predict entanglement and spin squeezing fo
N. However, the amount of entanglement is equal to the
gree of spin squeezing predicted byjnW

S .

FIG. 1. Entanglement measureE ~solid line! and the spin
squeezing parametersjnW 2

S
~dashed line! andjnW 2

R
~dashed-dotted line!

as a function ofN for the classical squeezed field withM5N.
2
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It is easy to show that the entanglement created by
quantum squeezed field is related to the pure two-a
squeezed state@23,24#. Under the squeezed field excitatio
there are entangled states generated which can be foun
the diagonalization of the density matrix

uC1&5@~P12ree!ug&1regue&]/N1 ,

uC2&5@rgeug&1~P22rgg!ue&]/N2 , ~11!

whereN6 are the normalization constants, and

P65 1
2 ~rgg1ree!6 1

2 @~rgg2ree!
214reg

2 #1/2 ~12!

are the populations of the entangled states.
It is evident from Eq.~11! that the two-photon coherence

create entangled states which are linear superpositions o
statesug& and ue&. Note that the steady state with the clas
cal squeezed field is a mixed state with the populationsrss
Þ0 and P6Þ0, whereas for the quantum squeezed fie
rss50, P250, and then the stationary state of the syst
reduces to the pure stateuC1&.

We now consider the second model in which the system
driven by the coherent field (VÞ0) in the absence of the
squeezed field (N5M50). This is an interesting exampl
where one can create spin squeezing and entanglement
the linear HamiltonianHs . Typical schemes considered fo
the generation of spin squeezing involve quadratic Hami
nians@1–10#. After straightforward but lengthy calculations
we find the following steady-state solutions for the dens
matrix elements

ree5V4/D, rss5~V412G2V2!/D,

res5rse5A2GV3/D, reg5rge52G2V2/D,

rsg5rgs5A2GV~V212G2!/D, ~13!

whereD53V414G2V214G4.
Proceeding as above, we again make use of the negat

criterion for entanglement. There are obviously four eige
values of the partial transposition of the density matrix of t

FIG. 2. NegativityE ~solid line! and the spin squeezing param
etersjnW 2

S
~dashed line!, jnW 2

R
~dashed-dotted line! as a function ofN

for the quantum squeezed field withM5AN(N11).
1-3
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system. It is straightforward to show that one of the eig
values is equal tol12 , whereas the remaining eigenvalu
are the three roots of the cubic equation

p32~12 1
2 rss1reg!p

21@~12rss!~
1
2 rss1reg!1reergg

2 1
4 rss

2 2res
2 2rsg

2 #p1rggres
2 1reersg

2 2~ 1
2 rss1reg!

3~reergg2 1
4 rss

2 !2rssrsgres50. ~14!

It is easily verified that the roots are real and positive for
values ofV.

Thus, we conclude that the system is entangled w
uregu.rss/2, and again the entanglement is related to
spin squeezing parameter~1!. Figure 3 showsE and the
squeezing parameters as a function ofV. An entanglement

FIG. 3. NegativityE ~solid line! and the spin squeezing param
etersjnW 2

S
~dashed line!, jnW 2

R
~dashed-dotted line! as a function of

V/G.
n
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appears forV,A2G and, as predicted, corresponds to t
spin squeezing predicted byjnW 2

S .

Finally, we turn to the third model in which the atoms a
driven simultaneously by coherent and squeezed vacu
fields. Similar to the second case, all the density matrix e
ments are real. Hence, the condition for entanglementuregu
.rss/2 holds. However, it can be shown that one of the ro
of Eq. ~14! can be negative indicating that one can obse
entanglement without spin squeezing. We have checked
merically that this can happen forM.0. ForM,0 the roots
are positive for all values ofV andN. Thus, the condition for
entanglement,uregu.rss/2, also holds in this model and, ac
cording to Eq.~5!, coincides with the condition for spin
squeezing predicted byjnW 2

S .

In summary, we have examined the relationship betw
entanglement and spin squeezing parameters in the two-a
Dicke system. Characterizing the spin squeezing parame
by the density matrix elements, we have examined sim
models of driven two-atom Dicke systems in which sp
squeezing and entanglement arise dynamically. We h
found that the spin squeezing parameter of Kitagawa
Ueda is a better measure of entanglement than the spe
scopic spin squeezing parameter. For the models discu
we have established that the parameter of Kitagawa
Ueda is the sufficient and necessary condition for entan
ment. The arguments considered here cannot be extende
systems composed of a large number of atoms as no defi
measure of entanglement exists for number of atomsn larger
than 2. Nevertheless, it is possible to extend the argumen
two atoms of then.2 atoms@25#.
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